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Alterations in sleep are extremely common in patients with neuropsychiatric illness. In addition, sleep disorders such as insomnia,
obstructive sleep apnea, rapid eye movement sleep behavior disorder, and circadian rhythm disorders commonly occur at a rate
greater than the general population in neuropsychiatric conditions. Historically, sleep problems have been viewed as symptoms of
associated neuropsychiatric disorders. However, there is increasing evidence suggesting a complex inter-relationship with possible
bidirectional causality. The inter-relatedness of these conditions represents an opportunity for understanding mechanisms and
improving clinical treatment. To the extent that sleep problems affect neuropsychiatric conditions, it may be possible to address
sleep problems and have a positive impact on the course of neuropsychiatric illnesses. Further, some treatments for sleep disorders
have direct effects on neuropsychiatric illnesses that may be unrelated to their effects on sleep disorders. Similarly, neuropsychiatric
conditions and their treatments can affect sleep and sleep disorders. This article reviews available evidence on the effects of
therapies for sleep disorders on neuropsychiatric conditions and also secondarily considers the impacts of therapies for
neuropsychiatric conditions on sleep. Primary goals of this review are to identify gaps in current research, to determine the extent
to which the cross-therapeutic effects of these treatments help to elucidate therapeutic or pathological mechanisms, and to assist
clinicians in optimizing therapeutic choice in patients with sleep disorders and neuropsychiatric conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
Alterations in sleep are extremely common in patients with
neuropsychiatric illness. These alterations include disturbances of
sleep, a change in the distribution of sleep stages across the night,
parasomnias (e.g., nightmares), and excessive daytime sleepiness
[1, 2]. In addition, sleep disorders commonly occur at a rate
greater than the general population in neuropsychiatric condi-
tions [3–5]. Such sleep disorders include insomnia, obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA), rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior
disorder, and circadian rhythm disorders.
Historically, sleep problems have been viewed as symptoms of

associated neuropsychiatric disorders. However, there is increas-
ing evidence suggesting a complex inter-relationship with
possible bidirectional causality [2, 6]. The inter-relatedness of
these conditions represents an opportunity to understand
mechanisms and for improving clinical treatment.
To the extent that sleep problems affect neuropsychiatric

conditions, it may be possible to address sleep problems and
have a positive impact on the course of neuropsychiatric
illnesses. Further, some treatments for sleep disorders have
direct effects on neuropsychiatric illnesses that may be
unrelated to their effects on sleep disorders. An example would
be the use of clonazepam to treat REM sleep behavior disorder
[7]. Clonazepam is a medication with direct anxiety-reducing
effects that are independent of its effects on REM sleep behavior
disorder [8].
Similarly, neuropsychiatric conditions and their treatments

can affect sleep and sleep disorders. This also provides
opportunities for optimizing clinical therapy. Improving neu-
ropsychiatric conditions can have an ameliorative effect on the

associated sleep alterations [9, 10]. At the same time, treatments
for neuropsychiatric conditions can have effects on sleep that
are independent of the effects on those neuropsychiatric
conditions. Such effects may be therapeutic as in the sleep-
enhancing effects of some antipsychotic medication when these
agents are used to treat individuals with disturbed sleep [11].
These effects may also have a negative impact on sleep, such as
the sleep disturbance that occurs in ~4–23% of individuals
treated with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs),
serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), and
bupropion for major depressive disorder (MDD) [12, 13].
Optimizing choice of therapy for neuropsychiatric conditions
includes taking into account such effects on sleep.
This article reviews available evidence on the effects of

therapies for sleep disorders on neuropsychiatric conditions and
also secondarily considers the impacts of therapies for
neuropsychiatric conditions on sleep. Primary goals of this
review are to identify gaps in current research, to determine the
extent to which the cross-therapeutic effects of these treat-
ments help to elucidate therapeutic or pathological mechan-
isms, and to assist clinicians in optimizing therapeutic choice in
patients with sleep disorders and neuropsychiatric conditions. It
is not possible to cover all sleep disorders and neuropsychiatric
conditions in this article. As a result, we focus on the subset
where the links with sleep and neuropsychiatric therapies are
best characterized (MDD, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorders,
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), substance use disorders,
and schizophrenia) and the sleep disorders with which these
links most commonly occur (insomnia, OSA, restless legs
syndrome (RLS), parasomnias, and circadian rhythm disorders).
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NEUROPSYCHIATRIC CONDITIONS AND IMPACTS OF
TREATMENTS ON SLEEP
This section consists of a brief overview of a number of
neuropsychiatric conditions where there are significant relation-
ships to sleep and sleep therapeutics and there is evidence that
therapies for these conditions impact sleep/wake function. These
include MDD, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorders, PTSD, substance
use disorders, schizophrenia. We also note where there are effects
of treatments for these neuropsychiatric conditions, which impact
sleep and sleep disorders.

Major depressive disorder
MDD has a population lifetime prevalence of ~10% and is defined
by the presence of at least 5 of a constellation of symptoms for at
least 2 weeks [14–17]. These symptoms include depressed mood,
anhedonia, appetite or weight changes sleep difficulties, psycho-
motor agitation or retardation, fatigue or loss of energy, diminished
ability to think or concentrate, feelings of worthlessness or excessive
guilt, and suicidality. However, one of the symptoms must be either
depressed mood or anhedonia. Either insomnia or hypersomnia are
reported by ~75% of those with this condition [18, 19] and
polysomnographic findings in MDD include evidence of sleep
disturbance, decreased amount and percentage of N3 sleep,
diminished electroencephalogram (EEG) slow-wave activity,
decreased REM latency (time from sleep onset to onset of REM),
increased percentage of REM sleep, and increased REM density
(number of eye movements per minute of REM sleep) [20–23].
There is evidence of complex causality between MDD and the

co-occurring sleep problems. Insomnia often precedes the
onset of MDD [24] and many studies indicate that having
insomnia significantly increases the risk of developing MDD in
the future [25].
In terms of other associations between sleep and MDD, a

significantly elevated rate of OSA is seen in those with MDD. It is
estimated that 20% of those with MDD have OSA [26]. The cause
for this elevated frequency of OSA in MDD is unknown. There is no
clear indication of an association of MDD with sleep disorders
other than insomnia and OSA.
Lastly, treatments for MDD can have significant impacts on

sleep/wake function. As mentioned in the introduction, sleep
disturbance occurs in ~4–23% treated with the standard, first-line
therapies for this condition, including SSRIs, SNRIs, and bupropion
[12, 13]. At the same time, SSRIs and SNRIs are associated with an
increased rate of somnolence (5–25%) [12]. Antidepressants have
also been associated with causing or exacerbating RLS and
periodic limb movements of sleep (PLMS) [27–29]. It has been
reported that a subset of antidepressants are more likely to be
associated with RLS (mirtazapine) and PLMS (sertraline, fluoxetine,
and amitriptyline) [27, 29]. There is also evidence that antide-
pressants can be associated with REM sleep without atonia
in individuals both with and without REM sleep behavior disorder
[30, 31].

Bipolar disorders
The bipolar disorders consist of: bipolar I disorder, which includes
a history of at least one manic episode (a period of at least 1 week
of elevated, expansive or irritable mood, and at least three of the
following: grandiosity, decreased sleep need, rapid/pressured
speech, increase in goal-directed activities, increased distract-
ibility, increased risky behavior, or racing thoughts), bipolar II
disorder marked by at least one major depressive episode and at
least one episode of hypomania (a minimum of 4 days of the
symptoms of mania, but without psychosis and without the
degree to severity which causes significant impairment in
functioning or requires hospitalization), and cyclothymic disorder
where affected individuals experience sub-syndromal symptoms
of hypomanic and depressive episodes for at least half of a 2-year
period with no symptom-free periods of more than 2 months [14].

The lifetime prevalence of the bipolar disorders in the general
population is 2.6–6.5% [32].
Decreased need for sleep is one of the cardinal symptoms of

mania and, while depressed, nearly all patients with bipolar
disorders report insomnia or hypersomnia [33]. Further, sleep
problems are often present in the period between mood episodes,
with the majority experiencing insomnia [34]. Polysomnographic
findings in bipolar disorders are similar to what is seen with
unipolar MDD, including evidence of sleep disturbance, shortened
REM latency, and increased REM density [35, 36].
As with MDD there is evidence of bi-directionality among sleep

problems and bipolar disorders. Sleep disturbance can precede
the onset of episodes of mood symptoms of bipolar disorder by a
significant period of time [37]. Further, experimental sleep
deprivation of patients with bipolar disorders often precipitates
mania [38].
Treatments for bipolar disorders can also have effects on sleep.

The same medications used to treat unipolar MDD are often used
to treat bipolar depression with the recommendation that they be
given along with mood-stabilizing medication. The sleep impacts
of these medications were described in the prior section. Other
agents used to treat bipolar depression include lamotrigine, which
can disturb sleep in some patients and medications used to treat
mania or as general mood stabilizers, which includes atypical
antipsychotic medication, lithium, divalproex sodium, and carba-
mazepine. All of the anti-manic agents and mood stabilizers tend
to promote sleep and can cause daytime sedation [39]. These
medications can also cause weight gain, which could precipitate
or exacerbate OSA [40]. The antipsychotic medications can also
cause or exacerbate RLS [41].

Anxiety disorders
Here, we focus on one of the anxiety disorders, generalized
anxiety disorder (GAD) because this is the anxiety disorder where
the links with sleep have been best established. GAD is defined as
excessive anxiety/worry about number of things for the majority
of a period of at least 6 months accompanied by at least 3 of the
following: feeling restless, easy fatigability, difficult concentrating,
irritability, muscle tension, or sleep disturbance [14]. The lifetime
general population prevalence of GAD is 9% and it is twice as
common in women than in men [42, 43]. Problems both falling
and staying asleep occur in over 50% of individuals with this
disorder [44].
Medications used to treat GAD can have important effects on

sleep. First-line pharmacologic treatments for GAD are SSRIs and
SNRIs, which can be associated with both insomnia and reported
daytime sleepiness as described above [45]. Second-line treat-
ments consist of pregabalin, buspirone, and benzodiazepines, all
of which are sleep enhancing and can be beneficial for sleep
disturbance when taken at bedtime, but associated with daytime
sleepiness when taken during the day [45].

Post-traumatic stress disorder
PTSD is defined by an exposure to actual or threatened death,
serious injury, or sexual violence followed by: at least one
symptom of intrusion of the trauma (experiencing recurrent
intrusive memories of the trauma, recurring related nightmares,
flashbacks, or marked physiologic reactions to reminders of the
trauma); avoidance of memories, thoughts, or feelings related to
the event, or anything that triggers such experiences; at least two
negative alterations in cognition or mood (amnesia for an aspect
of the event, negative beliefs or expectations about oneself,
others, or the world, blaming self or others for the cause or
consequences of the event, persistent negative emotions,
diminished interest in activities, feelings of detachment from
others, or inability to experience positive emotions); and at least 2
alterations in arousal and reactivity (irritability, reckless/self-
destructive behavior, hypervigilance, exaggerated startle
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response, concentrations problems, or sleep disturbance) [14]. The
general population lifetime prevalence of PTSD is estimated to be
8.7% [46].
Two types of sleep problems are strongly associated with PTSD:

nightmares and sleep disturbance. Sixty to 90% of PTSD patients
experience problems with sleep onset or maintenance and this is
the most common symptom of combat-related PTSD [47, 48]. A
contributing factor to the sleep disturbance can be fear of going
to sleep, which can emerge due to experiencing memories of the
traumatic event when trying to sleep and due to nightmares [49].
Polysomnographic findings in those with PTSD include fragmen-
tation of REM into a larger number of shorter periods, which has
been interpreted as evidence of the importance of REM-related
pathology [50, 51].
There is some data which suggests that the relationship

between sleep problems and PTSD may be complex. In a study
of military personnel, those who had insomnia prior to being
deployed had a greater rate of developing PTSD when evaluated
post-deployment [48, 52]. There is also a report that REM
fragmentation post trauma might mediate the development of
PTSD symptoms [53]. Some data also suggest that sleep problems
mediate the relationship between traumatic brain injury (TBI) and
the development of symptoms including PTSD symptoms [54].
PTSD is also linked with other sleep pathology. Individuals with

this condition are at increased risk of having OSA [55]. Individuals
with PTSD have also been reported to have REM sleep without
atonia, which has features that overlap with REM behavior
disorder, but likely is a distinct entity [56].
There are no pharmacologic therapies with an evidence base

indicating compelling therapeutic effects on PTSD. First-line
therapy consists of SSRIs and SNRIs, although the only agents
Food Drug Administration (FDA) approved for the treatment of
this condition are sertraline and paroxetine [57]. As such, like MDD
and GAD, treatment brings with it a risk of insomnia, daytime
sedation, PLMs, and REM sleep without atonia. Prazosin is the only
agent with evidence of efficacy for the treatment of nightmares,
although a recent large multi-site study calls that into question
[58]. This medication has been reported to increase sleep time,
increase REM time, and increase REM period duration, and the
REM-related changes have been speculated to be linked to its
therapeutic effects on nightmares [59].

Substance use disorders
Substance use disorders encompass problematic use of 10 types
of substances [14]. We address only alcohol use disorder as this is
where the links with sleep have been best studied. Alcohol use
disorder is defined as a pattern of alcohol use for a 12-month
period associated with significant impairment or distress as
reflected in two or more of the following: intake in greater
quantities or duration than intended; desire to limit use; devoting
significant time to obtaining, using, or recovering from use of
alcohol; experiencing craving to drink; drinking causing an
inability to fulfill major role obligations; continued use despite
use causing problems; giving up or limiting activities because of
drinking; drinking in situations where it is dangerous to do so;
continued use in the face of a persistent alcohol-related problem;
the development of tolerance (either a need to increase amount
used to achieve a given effect or diminished effect with continued
use of the same amount of alcohol); or the development of
withdrawal symptoms on discontinuation [14, 60].
Those with alcohol use disorder experience difficulty falling

asleep, staying asleep, daytime sleepiness, and parasomnias [61–65].
Further, during periods of heavy drinking individuals can lose
circadian rhythmicity of sleep/wake function and develop brief
periods of sleep throughout the 24 h period [64]. The potential for
alcohol to induce brief periods of sleep whenever drinking occurs is
thought to contribute to the development of this pattern. The initial
phase after discontinuation of regular alcohol use is associated with

disturbed sleep and N3 reduction and disruption of REM and
increased amount of REM is evident on polysomnography [64].
Complaints of sleep difficulties and polysomnographic evidence for
disturbance of sleep and increased REM are reported to continue for
up to 3 years [64, 66].
Evidence of complex causality of sleep problems and alcohol

use is that the post-discontinuation sleep of those with alcohol
use disorder predicts the likelihood of relapse to drinking [67, 68].
In this regard, individuals with alcohol use disorder in recovery
given the opportunity to drink alcohol, who report sleep
difficulties, are more likely to choose to consume alcohol [69].
Alcohol use can also impact sleep disorders. Because alcohol

has respiratory depressant and myorelaxant effects it can
exacerbate breathing-related sleep disorders [70, 71]. Alcohol
use disorder has been hypothesized to be indirectly associated
with RLS and PLMS because it can lead to low ferritin, low
magnesium. and vitamin B12 deficiency [64].

Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is defined by at least 6 months of difficulties within
which there is at least a month of persistent delusions,
hallucinations, or disorganized speech, at least two of a set of
five features (delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech,
disorganized or catatonic behavior, or negative symptoms like
blunted emotional expression), and impairment in at least one
major area of function (work, interpersonal relations, self-care,
etc.). [14] The lifetime prevalence of schizophrenia is 0.5–1% [72].
Sleep problems are not a core symptom of schizophrenia;

however, up to 80% of those with with schizophrenia suffer from
disturbance of sleep [73]. Individuals with schizophrenia have
been found to have increased sleep latency, awakenings, and
naps, and decreased sleep efficiency [74, 75]. Alterations in
circadian rhythm marked by the tendency to be awake at night
and asleep during the day are also common [76]. Polysomno-
graphic studies consistently demonstrate disturbed sleep in
acutely psychotic patients with schizophrenia [77]. The most
consistent sleep stage-related finding appears to be diminished
N3 sleep, which has been observed in antipsychotic naive patients
and in first-degree relatives of those with schizophrenia [78, 79].
Further, lower non-REM sleep EEG slow-wave amplitude has been
reported to be correlated with greater deficit symptom severity
[80, 81]. There are also reports that greater severity of delusions,
hallucinations, and disorganized thought is correlated with
decreased sleep efficiency, longer sleep onset latency, and shorter
REM latency [82, 83].
Those with schizophrenia have also been found to have a

decrease in sleep spindles (14–16 Hz oscillations lasting 0.5–5 s)
during non-REM sleep, which have been linked to deficits in sleep-
dependent memory consolidation and are associated with
positive symptoms of schizophrenia and diminished thalamo-
cortical connectivity [84]. It has been hypothesized that the
decrease in spindle activity reflects impairment in the reticular
thalamic neurons that are thought to be responsible for the
generation of spindle activity and play a role in the process of
gating whether sensory information is passed on to the cortex at
the level of the thalamus [84].
There appears to be a complex causality relationship among

schizophrenia and sleep problems. Sleep disturbance is quite
common in the prodromal phase of schizophrenia and very often
precedes psychotic exacerbations [83, 85, 86].
Schizophrenia is also associated with an increased rate of a

number of sleep disorders. Although the prevalence of OSAin in
antipsychotic-naive schizophrenic patients is unknown, a number
of studies suggest that those patients taking antipsychotics have a
significantly elevated rate of breathing-related sleep disorder
(17–48%) [87–92]. This is presumably a reflection of weight gain
that occurs with these medications and possibly sedation or
myorelaxant effects. Antipsychotic medications can also improve
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sleep disturbance, lead to daytime sedation, and can exacerbate
RLS [39–41].

SLEEP DISORDERS AND IMPACTS OF TREATMENTS ON
PSYCHIATRIC CONDITIONS
This section consists of a brief overview of a number of sleep
disorders and outlines where treatments for these sleep disorders
may have impacts on neuropsychiatric conditions. Treatments for
sleep disorders could have effects on neuropsychiatric conditions in
two ways. One is that therapies used to treat sleep disorders could
be therapies for neuropsychiatric conditions in their own right or
could directly exacerbate these conditions. The other is that
treatments could improve sleep disorders and the improvement in
those conditions could have a therapeutic effect on neuropsychiatric
disorders. In this section, we review the available data on such
relationships and consider indirect evidence for such effects.

Insomnia
Chronic insomnia disorder is defined as a report of experiencing
difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep at least three times per
week for at least 3 months occurring when there are adequate
opportunity and circumstances for sleep and there are associated
daytime consequences [93]. The prevalence of insomnia in the
general population is estimated to be ~10% [94, 95]. Primary
treatments for this condition include cognitive behavioral therapy
for insomnia as well as a number of different types of medications
including benzodiazepines (e.g., triazolam, temazepam, clonaze-
pam, etc.), the so-called “non-benzodiazepines” (zolpidem, zale-
plon, eszopiclone, zopiclone), selective histamine-1 receptor
antagonists, selective hypocretin/orexin receptor antagonists,
melatonin receptor agonists, antidepressants (e.g., trazodone,
mirtazapine, amitriptyline) and antipsychotics (e.g., lurasidone,
quetiapine, olanzapine, risperidone), and over-the-counter agents
(e.g., diphenhydramine, chlorpheniramine) [96–101].
There are some treatments administered for insomnia that have

direct effects on neuropsychiatric disorders and could be used as
therapies for those conditions. One example of this is mirtazapine.
Although there are no double-blind, placebo-controlled trials of
the effects of mirtazapine on insomnia, it is sometimes used to
treat this condition clinically and there have been placebo-
controlled studies of the S isomer of mirtazapine indicating
insomnia efficacy [102]. When used to treat insomnia, mirtazapine
is sometimes administered in dosages at or above 15mg where it
has antidepressant effects established in double-blind, placebo-
controlled trials. Another example is clonazepam, which is
sometimes used clinically to treat insomnia and is an effective
treatment for anxiety, including symptoms of GAD and panic
disorder [103]. Further, a number of antipsychotic medications are
sometimes used to treat insomnia and they all have been
established to have effects on thought disorder and bipolar
disorder in double-blind randomized, placebo-controlled trials,
although the dosages used in those conditions are generally
higher than the insomnia dosages [104]. Over-the-counter
antihistamines, such as diphenhydramine, are commonly used
for insomnia, and these agents have been found in epidemiologic
studies to exacerbate the cognitive impairment of individuals with
dementias due to the associated anti-cholinergic effects [105].
There is some evidence that the insomnia therapy eszopiclone

may have direct antidepressant and anxiolytic effects. Studies
were carried out evaluating the effects of eszopiclone therapy vs.
placebo as co-therapy with open-label SSRI treatment in patients
with insomnia co-morbid with MDD and GAD [10, 106, 107].
Eszopiclone not only significantly improved sleep compared with
placebo but it also had a significant advantage over placebo on
the associated MDD and GAD outcomes both with and without
the sleep items included in the scales used. The initial interpreta-
tion of these findings was that eszopiclone improved sleep

compared with placebo and that the sleep improvement
mediated improvement in depression and anxiety. However,
there is evidence that this is not the case. The identical studies
were repeated with the insomnia agent zolpidem modified-
release and comparable improvement in sleep vs. placebo was
observed but without an accompanying effect on depression or
GAD symptoms [108, 109]. The most parsimonious explanation for
this set of findings is that eszopiclone has direct anxiolytic and
antidepressant effects not mediated through effects on sleep and
zolpidem modified-release does not.
In addition to having therapeutic effects on sleep onset and

particularly sleep maintenance in insomnia patients, hypocretin/
orexin receptor antagonists have been of interest for potentially
having direct therapeutic effects on a number of neuropsychiatric
conditions, including major depression, anxiety disorders, and
Alzheimer disease [110]. Support for the idea that hypocretin/
orexin antagonism might be therapeutic for major depression
includes evidence that an animal model of stress-induced
depression was associated with an increase in hypocretin/orexin
neuronal signaling [111] and that a dual hypocretin/orexin
antagonist had antidepressant-like effects in a rodent model of
depression [112]. However, overall, studies carried out with animal
models of depression and human studies of cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) hypocretin/orexin levels do not provide a clear indication
that hypocretin/orexin antagonists have promise as antidepres-
sants [110]. Consistent with this work, a pilot placebo-controlled,
double-blind, randomized trial of the dual hypocretin/orexin
antagonist filorexant did not indicate that this agent had
significant antidepressant effects [113]. A potential role of
hypocretin/orexin antagonists in the treatment of anxiety
disorders is suggested by evidence that hypocretin/orexin
neurons are activated by stress and, in turn, activate key systems
thought to mediate anxiety, including norepinephrine and
corticotrophin-releasing hormone [110]. Although no studies of
hypocretin/orexin antagonists have yet been completed in
humans that might provide a direct indication of therapeutic
potential. Interest in using hypocretin-1/orexin-1 receptor-specific
antagonists for those with post-traumatic stress syndrome has
arisen based on an animal study, suggesting that such agents
have promise as a means to facilitate the extinction of fear
memories [114]. There is also interest in using hypocretin/orexin
antagonists in those with Alzheimer disease driven by evidence
that cognitive impairment, CSF τ, and CSF Aβ levels have been
found to correlate with increased CSF orexin levels in people with
this condition [115] and that dual hypocretin/orexin receptor
antagonism decreased A-beta levels and plaque formation in
amyloid precursor protein transgenic mice, a model of Alzheimer
disease [116]. Lastly, the use of hypocretin/orexin antagonists for
treatment of patients with substance use disorders has been
spurred by reports that selective hypocretin-1/orexin-1 antagon-
ism decreases ethanol consumption in ethanol-dependent mice
[117] and hypocretin/orexin-2 antagonism decreases elevated
heroin self-administration in rats [118].
In terms of the effects of improving sleep on neuropsychiatric

conditions, two randomized studies have been carried out of the
effects of cognitive behavior therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) vs. a
behavioral control intervention on sleep and depression outcomes
in patients with insomnia co-morbid with MDD [119, 120]. In both
cases there was no difference in depression outcomes in the
control and CBT-I groups, but statistically significant moderation of
sleep on depression was seen in the CBT-I group. These studies
suggest that it is not the case that improving sleep has a robust
effect on improving depression; however, the mediation effects
suggest the possibility of a small effect of improving sleep on
depression outcome that is too small to manifest in a between-
group difference.
There are a number of neuropsychiatric conditions where

correlative effects have been observed, indicating that insomnia is
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linked to the course of the condition, but where data are lacking
to determine if the relationship is causal such that treating
insomnia might have a beneficial effect. This includes that sleep
deprivation predisposes individuals to developing mania,
although it has not been established if improving sleep in those
with emerging mania prevents the development of episodes [38].
Insomnia is also a harbinger for episodes of exacerbation of
psychosis in those with schizophrenia, but it has not been
determined if treating insomnia mitigates these episodes [85, 86].
Insomnia increases risk of Alzheimer’s disease but not all-cause
dementia [121]. Insomnia also increases the risk of relapse to
drinking in abstinent alcoholics [67, 68]. In patients with TBI, sleep
disturbance after the injury predicts the development of
neuropsychological sequelae, including depression, anxiety, and
apathy, at 6 and 12 months after injury and poor functional
outcome at 1 year post trauma [122, 123]. We lack data on
whether treating these problems mitigates risk or slows onset/
progression, which would indicate a causal role.
There are a number of mechanistic implications of the above

reviewed findings. The data indicating that eszopiclone may have
antidepressant and anxiolytic effects is consistent with animal
data indicating that the GABA-A receptor type to which agents
bind has an impact on the clinical effects observed [124, 125]. The
GABA-A receptor to which the benzodiazepines and non-
benzodiazepines bind is comprised of five peptides, one of which
is referred to as the α-subunit [124, 125]. The α-subunits that these
agents bind to are of four types: α-1, α-2, α-3, and α-5 [124, 125].
Available animal data suggests that zolpidem modified-release, an
agent lacking in anxiolytic or antidepressant effects, binds
preferentially to α-1-containing GABA-A receptors, while eszopi-
clone, which has anxiolytic and antidepressant effects, and
clonazepam, which has established anxiolytic effects, bind
preferentially to GABA-A receptors containing α-2 and α-3
subunits [126, 127]. These findings are consistent with a number
of studies carried out in animals and suggest preferential binding
to α-2/α-3 containing GABA-A receptors as a mechanism of
interest for antidepressant or anxiolytic therapies [124, 125].
Indeed, there have been efforts to develop such therapies and
there is preliminary evidence of efficacy in humans [125].
The lack of compelling evidence indicating that treating

insomnia improves depression outcomes has implications regard-
ing the relationship of insomnia and depression. These data, when
considered in light of the correlative epidemiologic evidence
indicating that insomnia is a risk factor for future depression and
predicts depression relapse, suggest that insomnia likely repre-
sents dysregulation that does not cause depression, but predicts
depression and could reflect a role of chronic stress in the genesis
of depression, which is supported by a substantial body of
research [128, 129]. Another possible explanation is that
individuals prone to depression could be vulnerable to becoming
dysregulated when stressed and, as a result, developing insomnia,
which predicts future depression.

Obstructive sleep apnea
OSA is defined as repeated episodes occurring during sleep,
where there is significant impediment to airflow in the upper
airway, as manifested in events lasting at least 10 s, where there is
either a drop in airflow of 90% or greater, or a >30% decrease in
nasal pressure associated with at least a 3% oxygen desaturation
[130]. An estimated 25% of men and 10% of women will have OSA
during their lifetime [131]. This number has been increasing
rapidly, coincident with the rise in obesity in the population. If
untreated, OSA is associated with daytime sleepiness and
cognitive impairment and a host of cardiovascular and metabolic
complications [132]. The primary treatment for this condition is
continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy, which
increases the pressure in the upper airway and maintains airway
patency during sleep [133].

OSA has been reported to be associated with an adverse impact
on a number of neuropsychiatric conditions. Like insomnia, it
remains unresolved as to whether this is a correlative vs. causal
connection in that we have limited data on whether the treatment
of apnea ameliorates these adverse impacts.
One such association is that those with OSA have a greater rate

of MDD than the general population [134]. A number of studies
have been carried out assessing whether treatment for OSA with
the standard therapy for this condition, CPAP, improves depres-
sion. A confound associated with this work is there is some
overlap in symptoms among OSA and MDD such that improving
daytime energy and nighttime sleep by treating OSA will appear
as improvement in depression rating scales independent of
whether MDD was present and improved. As such, some
improvement in depression severity would be expected to occur
with effective OSA therapy. Meta-analyses have been carried out
attempting to determine if OSA treatment improves depression
and, as expected, some improvement in depression has been
observed, although significant effects of CPAP vs. sham therapy
were not evident [135, 136]. However, interpretation of these
analyses must take into account that they evaluated studies that
did not require subjects to have significant depression prior to
initiation of treatment, which would be expected to decrease the
likelihood of demonstrating significant effects on MDD. In this
regard, one of the studies found that CPAP had a significant
therapeutic effect vs. control treatment in studies where baseline
depression severity was greatest but not in the rest of the studies
carried out [136]. This evidence of efficacy must be viewed as
quite preliminary because there were only two studies included in
the group with more severe depression [135, 136].
OSA has also been found to be associated with an increased risk

for developing all-cause dementia [121]. Several small studies
provide preliminary evidence that CPAP may have a positive
impact on those with dementia and OSA. One study found that 29
patients with mild cognitive impairment treated with CPAP
experienced improved psychomotor/cognitive processing speed
at 1 year compared to 25 who were non-adherent to CPAP [137].
In another study carried out in patients with Alzheimer’s disease
and OSA, 14 patients treated with CPAP experience a significantly
slower median annual Mini-Mental State Examination decline than
nine patients without CPAP [138]. In contrast, no difference in
cognition was found between individuals who used CPAP vs.
sham CPAP for 3 weeks who had OSA and Alzheimer’s disease
[139]. This difference in outcomes may reflect that CPAP treatment
for more than 3 weeks is needed to achieve a beneficial effect on
cognition in those with OSA and dementias. Taken together, these
studies provide very preliminary evidence that sustained CPAP
therapy might have a positive impact on cognition in those with
OSA and dementia. It remains unclear whether CPAP might be
improving a factor aggravating cognitive disturbances in those
with dementia or whether CPAP could be addressing a factor that
is fundamentally altering the course of dementias. However,
preliminary evidence for a change in underlying dementia
pathology is provided by one study, including 25 untreated
patients with OSA and 10 OSA patients treated with CPAP, all of
whom had “subjective cognitive impairment,” which found that
CPAP treatment was associated with lower CSF τ protein levels
[140].
There is also evidence that CPAP therapy can have beneficial

effects on PTSD symptoms in those with OSA and PTSD, although
the mechanism for this remains unknown [141].
Lastly, very preliminary data suggest that CPAP could have a

beneficial effect in those with OSA and schizophrenia [142]. The
logic for this approach is simple and compelling. Many individuals
with schizophrenia suffer from profound impairments in function;
in fact, impairment in at least major area of function is required to
diagnose this condition [14]. As a result, those with OSA and
schizophrenia have to shoulder the added burden of daytime
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sleepiness and cognitive impairment that are nearly universally
associated OSA on top of their already profound functional
impairment. Any benefit that could be achieved by treating a
reversible condition contributing to the impairments they
experience could have significant impacts on the lives of affected
individuals. This approach is illustrated by a pilot study carried out
in only six individuals with OSA and schizophrenia, which revealed
that CPAP improved the Brief Assessment of Cognition [142].
Hopefully, this pilot study will serve as the basis for identifying and
treating OSA in those with schizophrenia and will inspire future
research on the impact of CPAP on function in patients with
schizophrenia.

Parasomnias
Parasomnias are a set of phenomena that occur during sleep in an
episodic fashion and involve a behavior or experience not typical
of sleep [93]. Examples include sleepwalking, sleep-related eating
disorder, sleep terrors, and confusional arousals, nightmare
disorder, and REM sleep behavior disorder [93]. A subset of these,
sleepwalking, sleep-related eating disorder, sleep terrors, and
confusional arousals, are believed to be partial arousals out of
non-REM sleep, which typically is reflected in diminished
responsiveness, impaired cognition, and amnesia for the event
[93]. Others are believed to occur during REM sleep, including,
nightmare disorder and REM sleep behavior disorder, where
affected individuals act out their dreams because of an impair-
ment in the paralysis that normally occurs during REM sleep [93].
The treatment with the best evidence base for improving these
conditions is the benzodiazepine clonazepam [7].
Clonazepam not only has efficacy for the treatment of non-REM

and REM parasomnias but it also has demonstrated efficacy in the
treatment of some neuropsychiatric conditions, including seizure
disorders and anxiety disorders. Clonazepam is a first-line
treatment for acute seizures and has been found in double-blind,
placebo-controlled trials to have efficacy for the treatment of
several anxiety disorders, including GAD, panic disorder, and social
anxiety disorder [143]. The therapeutic effects of clonazepam on
both parasomnias and seizures may lead to the mis-impression
that parasomnias are caused by seizure activity [144]. Although
seizures, particularly those occurring in nocturnal frontal lobe
epilepsy, can sometimes be confused with parasomnias, it is now
well established that the classic non-REM and REM parasomnias
(sleep-related eating disorder, sleepwalking, REM sleep behavior
disorder, etc.) are not manifestations of seizures [144]. The
mechanism of action of clonazepam on non-REM and REM
parasomnias does not appear to be mediated by decreasing
anxiety either as first-line therapies for anxiety disorders (SSRIs/
SNRIs) do not have robust therapeutic effects on non-REM or REM
parasomnias [145].

Restless legs syndrome
RLS, also known as Willis–Ekbom disease, is a sleep-related
movement disorder where affected individuals experience an
urge to move their legs, often occurring with an uncomfortable
sensory experience that is difficult to describe [93, 146].
Symptoms are primarily experienced when at rest and there is
usually some degree of relief of symptoms during movement
[146]. Symptoms tend to be worst in the evening/night and
interfere with the ability to fall asleep or return to sleep, but do
not have any impact on sleep once sleep onset occurs [146]. The
general population prevalence of RLS is around 3% [147]. The
primary treatments for this condition are dopamine receptor
agonists such as pramipexole and ropinirole, L-Dopa, a precursor
of dopamine, which increases dopamine release, and seconda-
rily gabapentin and pregabalin, which are α-2-δ calcium channel
blockers [146, 148].
Agents used to treat RLS also affect a number of neuropsychia-

tric conditions. Best established are the effects of dopamine

agonists and L-Dopa for treating Parkinson disease (PD) [149]. That
the same dopamine-related drugs have therapeutic effects in both
conditions and that RLS is more common in those with PD than in
the general population has led to speculation of a common
underlying pathology [150]. Specifically some have hypothesized
that RLS could be an early feature of PD [150]. Whether there are
mechanistic links between RLS and PD remains unresolved;
however, it is clear that RLS is independent of PD in that it is
seen in association with many other conditions, including Tourette
syndrome, Friedreich ataxia, polyneuropathy, iron deficiency
anemia, and multiple sclerosis [150, 151].
There is preliminary evidence that dopamine agonists might

have therapeutic effects in those with MDD. A statistically
significant therapeutic effect of pramipexole was observed in a
double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial as add-on
therapy to standard antidepressant medication in 60 patients
with treatment-resistant MDD [152]. A therapeutic effect was also
found in a study of 174 MDD patients randomized to pramipexole,
fluoxetine, and placebo [153]. Lastly, a significant therapeutic
effect was found in a study where 21 patients with bipolar
depression were randomized to pramipexole or placebo given in
addition to mood stabilizers [154]. A placebo-controlled trial of
ropinirole was carried out in 231 patients with RLS and MDD and
was found to have statistically significantly greater effects on
depression and RLS compared with placebo [155]. This body of
work provides some evidence that dopamine agonists might be
expected to improve symptoms of MDD in those with RLS and
suggests that these agents merit further study as potential MDD
therapies.
Mechanistically, the therapeutic effects of dopamine agonists in

MDD are consistent with studies in humans and animals, which
provide some indication of dopamine system downregulation in
individuals with this disorder [156]. This includes that down-
regulation of the dopamine transporter due to lower dopamine
concentrations has been reported in patients with MDD [156].
Evidence of decreased dopamine turnover in MDD includes
observations that patients with this condition have increased
striatal D2 receptor binding [157] and that patients with MDD who
committed suicide have been found to have elevated D2/3
receptor binding post mortem [158].
Another potential effect of dopamine agonists and L-Dopa on a

neuropsychiatric disorder is that they might be expected to
exacerbate schizophrenia based on psychotic symptoms being
among the side effects of these agents [159]. Interestingly, there is
some evidence that the opposite is the case for patients with
schizophrenia treated with antipsychotic drugs, the reasons for
which remain unclear. A meta-analysis of the effects of L-Dopa in
antipsychotic-treated patients concluded that L-Dopa led to a
statistically significant beneficial effect [160]. Otherwise, the only
available data that addresses this issue is a pilot study in which
pramipiexole or placebo was added to antipsychotic medication in
24 patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, and
pramipexole was found to have a significant therapeutic
advantage over placebo with a modest rate of associated side
effects [161]. The limited data available provides some reassurance
when considering using L-Dopa or the dopamine agonists in
patients with RLS and schizophrenia. In fact, some therapeutic
effect on the schizophrenia might be expected.

Circadian rhythm disorders
Circadian rhythm disorders include a set of conditions where there
is a disruption of sleep–wake rhythm, manifested in insomnia or
excessive sleepiness, due to a misalignment between an
individual’s biological circadian rhythm and their desired or
required sleep–wake schedule [93]. These conditions include
delayed sleep–wake phase disorder; advanced sleep–wake phase
disorder; irregular sleep–wake rhythm disorder; non-24-h
sleep–wake rhythm disorder; and shift work disorder. The general
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population prevalence of advanced sleep–wake phase disorder,
delayed sleep–wake phase disorder, and shift-work disorder are
estimated to be 0.25–7.13%, 1.51–8.90%, and 10–23%, respec-
tively [162, 163]. Current primary therapy for these conditions
includes attempting to shift an individual’s endogenous rhythm
through the use of targeted light exposure and melatonin
administration or addressing symptoms as in the use of modafinil
and R-modafinil for the treatment of shift-work sleep
disorder [164].
Neuropsychiatric effects of the primary medication used to treat

circadian rhythm disorders are of interest for mood disorders and
those treated with antipsychotics. There has been interest for
some time in the potential antidepressant effects of melatonin.
The available research addressing this question suggests that
there is no evidence indicating that melatonin had antidepressant
effects; however, there are limitations to the available research
and more research is needed to definitely determine if this is the
case [165].
A number of studies have been carried out to determine if

melatonin might have ameliorative effects on the metabolic side
effects of atypical antipsychotics, which are commonly used to
treat schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. A recent meta-analysis
provides evidence that melatonin had beneficial effects on
atypical antipsychotic-induced metabolic syndrome, which were
greater in those with bipolar disorder than those with schizo-
phrenia treated with these agents [166]. Given that many
individuals with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder have circadian
rhythm disorders, use of melatonin to address these problems in
patients with these conditions treated with atypical antipsychotics
seems particularly warranted.

Future research directions
This article has reviewed the impacts of treatments for sleep
disorders on neuropsychiatric conditions and also considered how
treatments for the neuropsychiatric conditions might affect sleep
disorders. Clearly many treatments for sleep disorders affect
neuropsychiatric conditions and many treatments for neuropsy-
chiatric conditions affect sleep. This speaks of the strong inter-
connectedness of the two types of disorders. In some instances
we have an understanding of the mechanisms relating sleep and
neuropsychiatric conditions. However, in the vast majority cases
we lack data on the nature of the inter-relatedness. This issue is
most pressing with respect to addressing whether sleep problems
that are associated with an increased risk of neuropsychiatric
conditions are causal drivers of those neuropsychiatric conditions
vs. having a non-causal association. The best way to answer this
question is to carry out rigorous placebo-controlled trials assessing
whether administering treatments for the sleep problem in
question mitigates the risk for the development of the neurop-
sychiatric condition. The highest priorities for such studies are
addressing whether: insomnia drives relapse in alcohol use
disorder; insomnia plays a causal role in Alzheimer disease;
insomnia plays a role in the development of symptoms post TBI;
preventing sleep loss can prevent mania; inducing sleep can
improve mania; treating insomnia can ward off episodes of acute
psychosis in those with schizophrenia; and treating OSA improves
depression, prevents or slows onset of dementias, and improves
function in those with schizophrenia. Further, there is work
needed to determine the mechanisms underlying any causal
relationships found and for why a number of treatments for sleep
disorders have beneficial effects for neuropsychiatric conditions.
Examples are the beneficial effects of clonazepam on both
parasomnias and seizure disorders/anxiety, the therapeutic effects
of L-Dopa and dopamine agonists on both RLS and depression and
possibly schizophrenia, and the effects of melatonin on circadian
rhythm disorders and atypical antipsychotic-associated metabolic
syndrome. Lastly, it is hoped that bringing the cross-therapeutic
effects of agents used to treat sleep disorders and

neuropsychiatric disorders will serve as a guide to clinicians to
help in the optimization of care for their patients with these
conditions.
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